eVisa is commencing soon in Indonesia.

The Regulation of Minister of Law and Human Rights No.26 of 2020 has just published to arrange eVisa is replacing visa label/sticker.

Do you Know eVisa Indonesia? Here we go! Mido will let you know about eVisa Indonesia before tomorrow's soft launching day.
eVisa Indonesia is a visa transformation from a visa label/sticker on your passport to an electronic form sending to your email. Here, you do not require to collect the visa in a person at Indonesian Embassy or representatives overseas.
APA SAJA SIH KEUNTUNGAN YANG KAMU DATAPAKAN DENGAN ADANYA eVISA
What are the advantages of eVisa Indonesia

SELURUH PERMOHONAN BISA KAMU URUS SECARA DARING MELALUI SITUS: visa-online.imigrasi.go.id
It is an online visa application at www.visa-online.imigrasi.go.id

VISA AKAN DIKIRIM KE ALAMAT EMAIL ORANG ASING DAN PENJAMINNYA
Visa will be sent to your email or a sponsor
What are the advantages of eVisa Indonesia

3. ORANG ASING TIDAK PERLU DATANG KE KBRI/PERWAKILAN RI UNTUK MENGAMBIL VISA
You do not require to collect the visa in person at Indonesian Embassy or representatives overseas.

4. TIDAK ADA PERTEMUAN FISIK ANTARA ORANG ASING/PENJAMIN DENGAN PETUGAS
You will not meet an officer when applying the visa.
What are the advantages of e-Visa Indonesia?

Once your visa is granted, you can travel to Indonesia.

For further information, please visit:
www.imigrasi.go.id